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"Bei uns ist immer was los! .. 

WEIHNACHTSSCHMUCK I CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS 

pyramid: die Pyramide, die Pyramiden 

The Christmas Pyramid 
(Weihnachts pyrarnide) 

The origin of this Christmas pyramid dates back to 
the middle ages. 

It was traditional since pagan times in Western 
Europe to bring evergreen branches into homes to 
ward off the evil spirits of winter. In northern and 
eastern Europe candles were used for the same pur
pose. The Christmas pyramid eventually unified these 
two traditions and became a symbol of Christmas cel-
ebrations. 

The pyramid has its roots in the Erzgebirge (Ore 
Mountain) region of Germany and was first docu
mented around the 1700s. 

The first pyramids were of very simple construc
tion; just twigs tied together at the top and fashioned 

in such a way that the base would be wider than the top 
in order to be free standing. 

Later, they were constructed of finished and 
carved wood, and Christmas greens attached to them. 
They were called "Lichtergestelle." (Literally mean
ing; things on which lights are placed.) 

Pyramids have changed greatly over the years. 
Today pyramids are like a carousel with several levels, 
some depict Christian motifs such as angels or manger 
scenes. Others have more conventional motifs such as 
local scenery, 
people in local costumes, and scenes of everyday life 
of people of the Erzgebirge. 

Most of us are used to seeing these beautiful pyra
mids only at Christmas time; in the Erzgebirge region 
their use is not limited to only the Christmas season. 
They can also be seen decorating homes as welJ as 
town squares during solstice and other major holiday 
celebrations throughout the year. 

The Christmas pyramids are generally made of 
wood and have a base platform of four to eight sides 
with a large rod or pole running up the middle, serving 
as the axel. 

The entire apparatus tapers to the top; the rod sup
ports all the other shelves. A small wheel with blades 
is attached to the rod on the top; candles are placed at 
various places on the pyramids. The heat of the can
dles rises and causes the platforms to rotate. 

With the discovery of kerosene around 1830 made 
it affordable to build and power larger pyramids and 
the production spread. 

Today pyramids can be found in numerous styles 
and sizes, from a few inches to several stories high. 
The taller ones are found in market squares all over 
Germany, they are still made by craftsmen in the 
Erzgebirge and exported all over the world. 

Today they serve mainly decorative purposes. No 
matter what style or size they are, they fill the hearts 
of children and adults alike with Christmas cheer. 


